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Synopsis
This work examines the law and practices relevant to the principal forms of international business and commercial transactions. It includes chapters on negotiating business transactions; the law governing international sales of goods; structuring international sales transactions; financing such transactions, especially through letters of credit; technology transfers; the initiation, operation, and termination of, as well as the limitations imposed on, foreign investments; property takings, including the options for protecting against and remedies for such actions; the extraterritorial regulation of international business; anti-corruption law; and the resolution of international disputes, whether through litigation in domestic court or through international arbitration.
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Customer Reviews
If you are required to use the same author’s "International Business Transactions" (https://www.com/International-Business-Transactions-Problem-Oriented-Coursebook/dp/1634592670/ref=sr_1_6?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1470679264&sr=1-6&keywords=international+business+transactions) for your course, have no legal background, and find it unwieldily, poorly organized, and too technically worded for the legal lay person, then this is the book for you. This book is text heavy (i.e. not exactly a "International Business Transactions For Dummies"), but an decent companion to "IBT" International Business Transactions: A Problem-Oriented Coursebook (American Casebook Series). I found this book to be most helpful by pre-reading on a particular subject on it, then reading in "IBT." I found that this book was usually all I required to meet my course's standards. If you’re actually in law school or pursuing an LLM this will still be very helpful, especially for
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